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Abstract
In the current context of economic crisis the level of efficiency becomes extremely important. We need to be efficient and more sustainable to save on production costs but this goal cannot be achieved without changing the current production model.

The carbon tax is an incentive that has a double advantage. First, it is an efficient option to palliate climate change as it is able to achieve emissions reductions without incurring in excessive costs. Second, is in itself, an incentive to achieve a gradual change towards a more sustainable production system, which is no doubt a claim for the current crisis. The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to analyze the case of the carbon tax, for being the incentive that implements
greater efficiency in the market and for constituting an effective option for palliation the current global crisis negative effects.
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**El impuesto sobre el carbono y la crisis económica: la necesidad de cambiar el modelo actual de producción**

**Resumen**
En el contexto actual de crisis económica el grado de eficiencia es algo tremenda menadamente importante. Tenemos que ser más eficientes y sostenibles para poder ahorrar en costes de producción, pero esto no podrá conseguirse si no cambiamos el modelo productivo actual.

El impuesto sobre el carbono es un incentivo que tiene una doble ventaja. En primer lugar, constituye una opción eficiente para ralentizar el cambio climático ya que puede lograr reducciones de emisiones sin incurrir en costes excesivos. En segundo lugar, el impuesto es capaz de conseguir un cambio gradual a un modelo productivo más sostenible, algo necesario en el contexto actual de crisis. En este artículo nos proponemos analizar el impuesto sobre el carbono por ser el instrumento que puede alcanzar una mayor eficiencia en el mercado y por ser una opción efectiva para paliar, a su vez, las consecuencias negativas de la crisis.

*Palabras clave*: cambio climático, impuesto sobre el carbono, eficiencia económica, crisis económica, costes de reducir las emisiones y políticas económicas preventivas.
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**1. INTRODUCTION**

The purpose of this paper is to study the carbon tax in a theoretical frame. We analyze the advantages and disadvantages of its use as an incentive that is able to reduce carbon emissions and achieve greater economic efficiency in the current crisis. We’ll see how the carbon tax is an efficient option in preventing climate change as it can achieve emission reductions without incurring in excessive costs. No doubt this is a great advantage. In addition, a good management of
this instrument can be an interesting option to deal with some of the economic problems we are going through today.

First we present some of the most important assumptions that explain the current global warming state. Secondly, we will see how this situation will lead us to rethink the current production model and the need to modify it. Finally, we analyze the ability of the carbon tax, as compared to other preventive policies, to gradually transform the current model to a much more sustainable one.

2. ASSUMPTIONS

When we talk about global warming and, consequently, climate change, we must not forget two basic issues: first, that human activity causes climate change and, second, that the climate change process is unstoppable because it is associated with the climate system’s long time scales. We show both assumptions with two simple schemes:

Table 1 summarizes the whole process of the climate change phenomenon. It all starts with human activities that expel gases into the atmosphere. These turn into concentrations that can hardly be eliminated and which raise average global temperature. Such increases in temperature alter the various parameters related to climate (rainfall, etc) which eventually lead to global and regional climate changes. Since the financial crisis began (late 2007), and throughout these six recent years, we have been hearing that during the crisis emissions have been reduced due to the slowdown in demand for electric power. Although we will address this issue later in this paper, it is worth noting that the problem lies in the atmospheric concentrations of the greenhouse gases (GHG) as these have not been reduced by the effects of the crisis.

Table 1. Human activities cause climate change

| HUMAN ACTIVITIES (FOSSIL FUELS BURNING, AGRICULTURAL, ETC) | ↓ |
| GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS | ↓ |
| INCREASING ATMOSPHERIC CONCENTRATIONS | ↓ |
| INCREASING AVERAGE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE (PRECIPITATIONS, SOIL HUMIDITY, SEA LEVEL) | ↓ |
| CLIMATE CHANGE (GLOBAL AND REGIONAL) | ↓ |
| IMPACTS | |

Source: own.
Table 2 shows a very simple example. If we started on a situation that all the emissions had already been stabilized (which is not the case), yet it would take decades for all the obsolete capital to be renewed, centuries for stabilizing concentrations and much longer to achieve the restoration of all damaged ecological systems.

**Table 2. The process is unstoppable due to long time scales associated with the climate system**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Emissions stabilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Renewing capital stock (decades)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stabilization of GHG atmospheric concentrations (centuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Equilibrate climate system (centuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Equilibrate sea level (centuries)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Restore damaged ecological systems (time?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own.

Therefore, the current situation is very complicated and the case of “doing nothing” or “business as usual” is not acceptable, even more, when emissions in recent decades have increased at a rate of 80% (IPCC, 2007).

This trend is illustrated in the following table:

**Figura 1. Evolution of ghg emissions 1970-2004**

Figure 1 shows GHG emissions (in C02 equivalent) for several years. It also indicates the origin of emissions by economic sector. Clearly, it's the C02 from the use of fossil fuels the most emitted and growing in time greenhouse gas.

Due to this fact, the past climate summits (Cancun 2010, Durban 2011 and Doha 2012) have imposed ambitious temperature targets setting a ceiling of 2 °C above pre-industrial levels. To achieve it, developed countries as a group should reduce their emissions between 25 and 40% (relative to 1990) in 2020 and between 80 and 95% in 2050. This is a very ambitious target for all countries of the world, since achieving these temperatures means radical changes in economic and energy structures. If no action is taken in this sense, the average global temperature could rise up to 6.4 °C by the end of the century (IPCC, 2007).

We have already said it. The current production model, still largely based on fossil fuel consumption and the depletion of natural resources does not work if our aim is to get a more sustainable society.

3. A CHANGE IN THE PRODUCTION MODEL

Today fossil fuel prices are starting to rise (excluding coal) after the fall they experienced at the beginning of the crisis (2008). The drop in price during the first two years of the crisis seemed an incentive for lower extraction and consumption thereof.

Although the recession brought a general decline in energy (especially electricity) due to the fall in GDP (see Figure 2), this trend has been smoothing. In general, the forecasts suggest that coal and natural gas will continue to dominate electricity generation (the sector producing largest CO2 emissions), although their combined shares will be reduced significantly in OECD countries due to the expansion of the renewable and nuclear energy. However, in Asia and North America it seems that the demand for fossil fuels, particularly coal, will continue to increase. It will also increase in most of the emerging countries. This is because it is where we still find the greatest reserves of this fuel.

Figure 2 shows the correlation between GDP and electricity demand in Spain. The economic crisis resulted in a decline of the economic activity which produced significant cuts in consumption and production of energy. This trend appears to have changed today, where energy consumption patterns have been reversed, although not completely, the trend shown in the first years of the crisis. Something similar has experienced the price of fossil fuels since after having sharply fell in the first years of crisis they have modified this trend. Forecasts indicate an upward trend with the exception of coal (Figure 3).

As shown in Figure 3 and, unlike oil and natural gas, the price of coal will remain stable or even decrease slightly in the following decades. This resource
Figure 2. Gdp and electricity demand in Spain


Figure 3. Historical evolution of fossil fuels price and future prospects

is still very abundant and it is estimated that there are reserves for the next 200 years. It is expected that the electricity price from this energy source will increase over time. The oil and natural gas prices show an upward trend which encourages their use in the future.

As shown in Figure 4, the rate of energy consumption for the coming years, especially in countries outside the OECD, will not be sustainable if the expected trend materializes. Fossil fuels like oil and natural gas have a production ceiling and proven estimated reserves of about 50-60 years and about 190 years for coal. This situation, combined with the upward price trend, leads us to an uncertain future in terms of environmental sustainability.

Without a radical change in the energy model (Figure 5), the forecast for 2030 points to a world energy consumption of 60% higher than today, with oil and coal being the higher consumed sources, natural gas having the higher growth rate, and a slight increase for nuclear and renewables (International Energy Outlook, 2011). In the first decade of the century, the U.S. consumed 25% of global energy with just over 4% of the world population. If this trend continues, by 2030 the countries with higher energy consumption will be China (which will triple the current one), USA (increase of 70%) and India (nearly quadrupled). Overall, according to the IEO (2011), global energy consumption between 2005 and 2030 may represent an increase of 60%.

The sustained performance of coal at a very low price (Figure 3) together with the expected increase of global energy consumption (figure 4) and the rate of growth of fossil fuels (Figure 4) do suggest that carbon emissions will continue to rise. While it is true that during the crisis these have descended, emissions data tell that they may continue to increase in the future. Therefore, in order

![Figure 4. World energy consumption, 2007-2035](image)

to prevent this from happening, together with the emergency of promoting energy efficient technologies, it becomes necessary to implement mitigation market policies in all countries.

It is therefore important to introduce an incentive that changes this situation. It is necessary then that the price of coal evolves at least in a similar way as it is expected for oil and natural gas. The introduction of a carbon tax increases the price of the fossil fuels driving down consumption, and encouraging the replacement of these by other cleaner energy sources. It also sets up the mechanism of cross-elasticities (see “the elasticity issue”). Annex 1 shows a study of how a tax of $27 per ton of carbon increases the price of coal and oil causing a fall in consumption of these fuels and increasing natural gas demand (cross-elasticity of coal and natural gas and oil and natural gas).

4. THE BEST INSTRUMENT IN THE CONTEXT OF ECONOMIC CRISIS

Summarizing the discussion in the previous sections we can conclude that the current situation is: 1) the crisis has reduced emissions but not concentrations, 2) the current uptrend in the price of fossil fuels is an incentive to continue extracting, 3) there are still large coal stocks in emerging countries, 4) forecasts suggest that coal and natural gas will continue to lead power generation, 5) demand for coal (the most CO2 emitting fuel) will continue to rise in

Asia, North America and many emerging countries and 6) only OECD countries will reduce consumption of fossil fuels due to the expansion of renewable and nuclear energy. This situation urgently demands the implementation of preventive economic policies in order to reduce the use of fossil fuels and promote its gradual replacement by other energy sources. To do this, we must avoid incurring in excessive costs. This is where we approach the economic policy and the efficiency frames.

The use of economic instruments in environmental policy enables compliance of environmental objectives at a minimum cost (static efficiency), while introducing incentives for continuous environmental improvement (dynamic efficiency). Given that this is true for any environmental problem in which there is a large number of pollutants of various kinds and origin, in the case of climate change is even more important. This is because, first, there are many heterogeneous polluters (virtually all economic agents pollute), from different economic sectors that generate emissions, many related to technological obsolescence. Second, because the cost associated with reducing emissions is potentially so high that it is essential to try to achieve the efficiency gains.

The cost problem has been one of the crucial issues in using economic instruments in the field of climate change. It is reasonable that economists try to find efficient alternatives that do not only control the emissions, but that also do not become too expensive. That is why the primary objective of any palliative policy (specifically atmospheric) is to be cost-efficient so that we can obtain the maximum emissions reduction for a given level of expense.

In general, economists tend to say that a combination of policies is usually the best option, since the use of any instrument will depend on various factors at all times. Nevertheless, after comparing in different studies different economic instruments, like pure regulatory systems, carbon markets and carbon taxes, we can conclude that the carbon tax has a threefold advantage over the use of other incentives:

1. Generally, a tax on emissions provides stronger incentives to develop and implement new and cleaner technologies than any other policy based on the quantitative control of emissions. This means that the tax dynamic efficiency is higher.
2. Carbon tax is able to get a net carbon emissions cut, as companies, in order to reduce the amount of the tax will have an additional incentive to reduce their emissions.

---

Footnote 2: Static efficiency. This criterion refers to the cost of achieving a given environmental improvement through the application of an specific instrument. The lower the cost, the more attractive the instrument will be. Dynamic efficiency. The ability of an instrument to create incentives that lead to the development of new and better technical solutions that solve environmental problems.
3. The tax is a better option than the emissions permit system since the later provides a result that depends on the initial allocation of permits (which has implications for their distribution) and on price changes (permits set a price per unit or per ton of carbon), (Paltsev, et al, 2005). This is relevant because the carbon price fluctuation makes it difficult to estimate the total cost that the issuing permits would involve. In general, emission permits generate greater incentives for technological development than pure regulatory systems but, in many cases, they constitute a weaker incentive than the carbon tax. The explanation is simple. If several companies adopt new technologies, the total demand for permits, together with their price, will fall. Then the profitability of adopting the new technology will decrease and with it the incentive to develop new methods of production. Furthermore, emission permit markets are highly speculative as their operations revolve around the prices behavior. All this makes the tax a better option.

Market instruments have always been a tool used by environmental economists since they have a very direct application for most environmental problems. Climate change is an environmental externality that requires urgent action by all the countries. Today, in the context of economic crisis market incentives become a necessary claim since they clearly constitute public intervention mechanisms. This means that taxes can get very interesting advantages from the cost efficiency point of view (static and dynamic efficiency). We already know that the carbon tax encourages dynamic efficiency, ie, the development of more efficient technologies. Moreover, in the crisis context taxes are becoming more necessary to counteract the potential increase in fossil fuels demand, particularly the coal, for its moderate prices and large stockpiles, the oil, for its abundant reserves, and, the natural gas, being now an alternative energy source to the most polluting fossil fuels. Finally, as noted (Labanderia, 2011), if we can increase the prices of energy products through market instruments this will lead to improvements in energy efficiency, reducing external vulnerability and dependence.

5. THE CARBON TAX

In this section we consider three issues regarding the design of the tax: the base, the tax rate and the distributional aspects. We will also make a brief reference to trade. The purpose is to define how a tax would fulfill the optimality conditions (Pigou, 1938), or at least internalize the externalities produced by emissions without incurring in excessive administrative costs. We don’t take into account political issues such as the concessions that would be necessary for the establishment of any consensus imposed by under any international agreement.
5.1. Tax object

Carbon tax is imposed in CO2 emissions. Its scope and objects can be defined as CO2 emitted directly into the environment through the consumption of fossil fuel in manufacturing, operations and consumption. Accordingly, the tax payer can be defined as a unit or individual who directly emits CO2 into the environment while consuming fossil fuels.

The carbon taxes are proportional to CO2 emissions when the fuel is burned. A carbon tax creates an incentive for producers and consumers: avoiding paying the tax by reducing the use of carbon-intensive fuels. The general idea is that the fuel should be levied on the amount of carbon contained. The amount of carbon in the fuel, together with the amount of this being used, determines how much carbon dioxide is emitted into the atmosphere. The carbon-containing fuels differ in the quantity of this: coal is the fuel that contains more carbon, followed by oil and natural gas. According to this, coal should be taxed more strongly than oil and this one than natural gas. The non-carbon fuels, such as nuclear power and renewable energy sources would escape the tax and therefore should be more economically attractive options.

The clearest definition of the carbon tax object is that of James Poterba’s (1991): “A specific tax, that is a fixed absolute amount per ton of coal or a barrel of oil. The tax is designed to internalize the externalities associated with fuel consumption, so that should not vary to shocks in fuel prices as it would an ad valorem tax. “The World Resources Institute (WRI), defines the carbon tax as “a tax on producers of fossil fuels, based on the carbon content of fuels.”

5.2. Environmental fiscal reform

A well designed carbon tax can create significant environmental and economic benefits. A strategy to establish a domestic effective tax on carbon that captures the benefits described above must meet three general requirements (WRI, 1995):

1. Minimize economic losses that arise in the short term, through the efficient use of the tax revenues.
2. Maximize economic returns by reducing other taxes.
3. Compensate negatively affected groups.

This is what we know today as the Environmental Tax Reform. This reform uses taxation and other fiscal instruments to capture revenues while benefiting

---

the environment. For developed countries, carbon taxes can replace other taxes, such as taxes on income and capital as well as improving economic conditions reducing unemployment. In developing countries, revenues from carbon taxes can be allocated on poverty measures such as infrastructure development or creating incentives for a more energy efficient industry. The environmental tax reform provides an opportunity to develop tax strategies that mitigate climate change while improving economic growth and development.

Nowadays, it is necessary a tax reform which uses the public revenue from carbon taxes to reduce other taxes that distort and discourage labor or capital. This reform is especially needed to boost economic activity and growth, even more when we move in a context of very inflated public deficits. It becomes more interesting when there is no loss of resources to the public sector. In times of economic crisis, more than ever, we need to see implemented the so called multiple dividend taxation of GHG, that is, environmental improvement, promotion of clean technologies, reduction of energy dependence and increase of employment and economic activity.

5.3. Costs and benefits

Compared to a system of emission permits, the carbon tax is less complex for governments and provides greater certainty regarding the cost for the polluters. Governments will tax polluters for every ton of CO2 emitted into the atmosphere. Thus, the polluter has a incentive to reduce CO2 emissions, which is just avoiding the tax and therefore approximate their benefits to costs with greater certainty. The tax is less complex for governments because many countries impose a tax on vehicles based on emissions levels, which makes the carbon tax a complement to other previously existing taxes (although determining the carbon content is not so simple at times). This, together with the carbon tax revenues, constitutes an important advantage. The disadvantages are the unpopularity among the political classes and the most affected sectors (industry, energy, residential, etc).

Meanwhile, in association with the tax there is a reduced level of contamination and related to this there is a cost, the cost of achieving a marginal reduction. Not knowing the appropriate tax is the same as not knowing the appropriate pollution abatement. Up to date, there have been several proposals to implement different emission levels.

One reason to prefer the carbon tax is that reducing emissions depends not only on the magnitude of the tax, but also on the price of fossil fuels, and this price is variable. For example, if the price of oil remains high, it is possible for

\footnote{The unemployment issue varies depending on the studies.}
many countries to achieve the emission reduction goals without incurring in additional costs, ie, without spending money on avoiding potential climate change damage (there are studies that show the correlation between the rise in the oil price and the emission reductions)\(^5\). On the other hand, if oil prices decrease to its previous levels, the cost of carrying out a quantitative target may become very high. If we impose a tax, we can be sure we will always have an incentive to reduce emissions. This is one of the great virtues of a carbon tax.

Therefore, we can say that the total cost of reducing emissions may be lower if we implement a carbon tax policy, since, as each producer using fossil fuels pay the same tax, each of them will therefore have the same incentive to reduce emissions (Figure 6). However, the same cannot be applied to other policies. For example, by imposing a tax on oil (a single type of fossil fuel), vehicle owners have a greater incentive to reduce emissions than other pollutants, so that the cost of dealing with emissions reduction would be excessive. Then, with the carbon tax we could always redistribute to poorer groups the efficiency advantages of the tax, that is, the difference between the costs of achieving a certain level of emissions reduction with the carbon tax and the potential costs of an alternative policy.

Figure 6 shows the costs of reducing carbon emissions in the two factories. The emissions are measured along the excises axis. The marginal cost curves show the cost of reducing emissions in one unit. The curves are decreasing indicating that large emission reductions increase the cost of reducing an additional ton of pollutant. We can impose a carbon tax rate of \(p\) monetary units (euros, dollars, etc.) per ton of carbon. Fixed an overall goal in \(E^*\), each factory will reduce emissions

---

\(^5\) Metcalf y Weisbach, 2009
until the marginal cost equals the tax. Each unit will reduce pollutant emissions considering its MC (marginal cost) but will pay the same rate per ton of carbon. This would therefore be an effective policy.

5.4. The tax base

To answer this question we must first consider the problem of deciding by how much should the tax vary according to the fuel. As already mentioned, for the tax to be efficient it must be established on the fossil fuel carbon content\(^6\) (or CO2 emissions), and not on the use of fossil fuels. We also know that emissions vary with the type of fuel. The non-fossil energy sources such as hydro and nuclear, among others, do not emit. Therefore, they will not be subject to this tax. However, these energy sources have their own environmental costs, so as a general rule economically efficient, prices should reflect environmental and social costs.

A more difficult question concerns the absolute magnitude of the tax. What size should this tax be?, the answer depends on whether the tax is the goal to be achieved or not. If the tax is the policy target, then we should ask: how much should emissions be reduced? The answer is not easy. One option would be to establish a carbon tax and observe the resulting emission reductions, rather than setting a specific goal for emissions and try to calculate the tax that would be necessary to achieve it, although it is the most commonly used method.

Returning to the question about the tax size we must do some additional clarifications. If the tax is focused only on environmental considerations, the ideal tax rate should be one under which the benefits of reducing the last ton of carbon (marginal benefits) equalled the additional cost resulting from the elimination of that ton (marginal cost). As noted above, the theory does not often correspond with the practice since the equilibrium is not easy to achieve, especially in the case of benefits that can manifest over many future generations or situations in which science, or relative risks, are not sufficiently understood.

In fact, from the technical point of view, the tax or efficient policy could not be calculated until emissions were really translated into atmospheric concentrations, as are the concentrations, and not the emission levels, the ones which determine the global warming. Nor could be calculated until the effects of increasing concentrations were estimated, until the environmental and economic damage associated with temperature increases would be estimated and until the damage would be evaluated.

However, the general absence of formal data on environmental impacts does not prevent experts from developing programs focused on reducing the risks. En-

---

\(^6\) Since the atomic weights of carbon and oxygen are 12 and 16 respectively, one ton of carbon is equivalent to 3.67 tons of carbon dioxide.
Environmental taxes, which are widely being applied in many countries, are a very important preventive policy since they are a way to increase the price of certain goods, showing the social costs associated with their consumption.

Anyway, the most common method to determine the size of the carbon tax is to estimate the level of taxation which is necessary to achieve a given emission reduction. It is difficult to establish the “right” tax in advance for it also depends on the selected time period and the degree of control required. For example, the required tax that would stabilize emissions at 2015 level may be different from the tax that would stabilize emissions at a later date (2025). Most economic analysis on carbon emission reductions suggest that early emission cuts (the first 15 or 20 years) can be achieved with virtually no cost (reduced taxes). But as time goes by, maintaining or even increasing these reductions may be increasingly complicated, so we would need a higher tax. Nevertheless, efficient alternatives to fossil fuels, such as renewable energy and clean technologies are emerging, a fact that will involve a less severe taxation in the future.

On the other hand, when we talk of the tax base, we are trying to determine what should be taxed. In this process we must consider the marginal costs of reducing emissions (how much would emissions be reduced if an additional euro should be spent on this task). The reasoning is that to minimize the total cost of reducing emissions the tax base should include activities that have a low marginal cost of abatement but its total contribution to the generation of emissions is small. For example, if it is relatively easy to reduce methane emissions from landfills then, it may be important to include them in the tax base, although its contribution to emissions is not too high. The same would be attributable to other activities not related to fossil fuels (Reilly, et al., 2003).

Therefore, when establishing the optimal tax base and taking into account the existing theory about it, we have to compare the administrative cost savings of having a small base with the efficiency gains we would get with a wider base. The base would be established so that the benefit of a slight broadening of the base equalled the increase in administrative costs of enlargement. And so far the theory. The analysis of the real situation leads us to take into account other considerations, such as the complexity of political interests that would widen tax base. Many would oppose it. However, the advantage is that a broader base would lead to a lower tax rate in the long run, relaxing the opposition to the tax.

In general, the few existing carbon taxes have a rather narrow basis (five Scandinavian countries and the UK). Although the first taxes date from 1991 (Norway) they lack of a uniform rate for the emission sources they tax. Besides not being harmonized, these taxes are not very effective because of the multiple exemptions they

---

7 See Metcalf et al (2009). They provide a rigorous theoretical analysis regarding the costs and benefits to broaden the base of the carbon tax.
have. The United Kingdom imposed a tax on climate in 2001. The rate influences the use of energy from industrial and commercial sectors, with domestic consumption and transport being exempt. Also, the tax rate is low.

The European Emission Permits Market has a narrow base and covers a relatively small share of greenhouse gas emissions. According to Convery et al. (2007), the European Commission estimated in 2010 that less than half of CO2 emissions and less than one third of the emissions of other GHGs were covered by the European emission permits system. For example, the transportation sector is excluded, although the excuse to do it were the existing taxes levied on gasoline and other fuels for automotive use.

5.5. The tax rate

A theoretical analysis based on the optimality of the tax is as follows:

Figure 7. The optimal tax rate


To establish a tax as shown in figure 7 the government would need to estimate the marginal costs and benefits of reducing emissions. This is not an easy task as the government or the competent authority requires information about marginal cost and marginal damage. Previous work (Garcia, 2013) show examples of how to estimate cost and marginal damage curves and the difficulty that this work entails since in order to do that we must have information (on costs and damages). Annex 3 of this paper shows a parallel analysis of the tax rate and costs.

* Annex 2 shows the existing carbon taxes.
Although, theoretically, the establishment of a carbon tax must meet economic efficiency conditions, in practice is not so simple, especially the calculation of impacts and their transfer to marginal damage. Due to the above, many analysts (Nordhaus, 2007) estimate a set of taxes, set at different points in time, linked to an emissions reduction target or levied to stabilize the total atmospheric carbon concentrations.

Figure 8 shows a simulation of the possible paths we can take to reduce emissions and the costs they would bring in different cases. The key issue is to apply instruments that can achieve a gradual reduction in emissions since, otherwise, we may incur in excessive costs, missing the target of efficiency to which we have referred. In the graph, the optimal path would be the so called “possible solution” since it would get gradual emission cuts (in 2020) at a minimum cost or “cost-effectiveness”. A gradual tax could implement that trajectory without incurring in too high costs (see section “progressive tax”).

Figure 8. Possible paths for emissions reductions from a cost perspective

Source: own.

Several recent studies show conclusive results on the effect that different tax rates may have on the fuel price and the resulting emission reductions. Some of the conclusions are showed below. Specifically, Dingell, Larson and Stara in Metcalf, GE et al (2008) show different tax rates that result in different emission paths. Clearly, more ambitious rates (Larson) get, eventually, greater emission reductions. However, for the first 15 years, the application of different tax rates does not achieve significant reductions. The study also considers the impact
that these have on welfare, with the largest losses related to higher rates (Larson). These studies also show the revenue from the application of various carbon taxes. Their estimations of tax revenues for 2015 of relatively low taxes range between 69 billion dollars and 126 billion. This means that a tax of $25 per metric ton of CO2 would increase the price of gasoline by about 22 cents per gallon and the price of coal 2.5 cents per KWh. The carbon tax also increases the price of other activities that use energy as an intermediate input.

Table 3. Different carbon tax rates under study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dingell</th>
<th>Stark</th>
<th>Larson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 3 shows three different tax rates. Dingell poses a constant rate of $14 per ton of CO2 equivalent, Stark studied the effects of a rate that increases over time but that is reduced in intensity in recent years, while Larson is clearly the most ambitious in that he establishes a rate which shows increasing increments. A graphical representation of the previous tax rates is as follows:

Figure 9. Graphical representation of the tax rates
These estimates of carbon taxes result in different emission reduction trajectories:

**Figure 10. Emission trajectories**

![Figure 10](image)


Figure 10 shows how more ambitious rates (Larson) eventually lead to greater emission reductions. However, for the first 15 years, the application of different tax rates does not lead, in general, to important emission reductions or even great significant differences in these reductions.

These estimates of the tax rate result in changes in welfare (Table 5) which is measured for the loss of market consumption (that carries the tax) and offset by the gain in leisure time that also the tax produces (leisure associated to job losses):

**Table 4. Welfare changes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dingell</th>
<th>Stark</th>
<th>Larson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>-2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-2015</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 and Figure 11 show the welfare losses that the different tax rates could generate. However, we must bear in mind that such losses could be cushioned using tax revenues to compensate the most affected population groups. In the same way, recycling the tax (reduction of other taxes on income from labour and capital) also offers a compensatory measure for the income losses.

5.6. The elasticity issue

One of the most important effects arising from the tax rate analysis is the elasticity issue. Associated with the tax rate there will be different percentage changes in fuel prices, which in turn, will lead to changes in consumption. The economic instrument relating the above variables is the “elasticity of demand with respect to the price,” which is a measure of the sensitivity of consumption to changes in prices. To find out what price changes will be needed to produce a particular reduction of fossil fuel use we need to calculate the demand elasticity for these fuels, a task which is not easy for a number of reasons:

First, the demand-price elasticity varies with the time period considered. If, say we have little time to react to a price increase, it is likely to maintain the same behaviour, supporting therefore the price uptrend. You need to spend more time to change consumer behaviour, for example, consumers decide to buy energy-saving appliances.

Source: these results can be found in Metcalf et al, (2008), where the authors give a rigorous interpretation of the EPPA model (Emissions Prediction and Policy Analysis). This model can be found in Paltsev et al (2005) version # 4.
Second, goods prices affect the demand not only for the goods but also for their substitutes. For example, an increase in the price of coal can relatively make cheaper oil or natural gas and, therefore, produce the shift from coal to these other fuels (Annex 1 shows an example of this particular case). The economic instrument that relates these variables is the “cross-elasticity of demand.” The proposals for a carbon tax usually involve many price demand and crossed elasticities, for example, a coal price increase will affect the demand for oil and natural gas (increasing it) and his own (reducing demand); an oil price increase will affect the demand for coal and natural gas, etc.

Third, and of great importance, is the possibility of adopting more efficient technological changes. For example, a high carbon tax rate can be an incentive for a company to replace its production method for a less polluting one. But this new method could be not sufficiently developed when the tax is levied for the first time, so predicting what the effect of the tax will be depends on whether the technological development will take place at least in a not too long period, which would allow the company to replace their polluting technology for a more efficient one. Obviously, in the long run this problem disappears, since there is the possibility of combining advanced technology with tax.

A fourth issue is that the tax will affect the price before taxes, as producers will accept a reduction in their profit margins (with a possible reduction of the sale price) rather than accept a drop in sales. The tax percentage rate does not clearly lead to the same percentage increase in price. If profit margins decrease, then the increase in price due to the tax will be lower than the tax rate.

If we knew the demand response to an increase in fuel prices we could calculate emission reductions associated with a given carbon tax. All you would have to do to calculate changes in fuel consumption associated with each tax (coal, oil and natural gas), multiply these changes by the appropriate relative weight of emissions (emission rate for each fuel) and add the results of the three fuels. Few authors have made some attempts to estimate the elasticities of demand for energy, since they are not easy to estimate. In addition, there is no guarantee that estimates based on historical data can predict future responses. In fact, the elasticities should be used to predict demand response to small changes in prices. If we only take into account these effects and ignore other important factors in the analysis, we could see what happens when price changes are large, since the aim

---

10 Barret (1989) presents for UK the hypothetical estimates of the demand and crossed elasticities for energy, as well as the necessary carbon tax to reduce emissions by 20%. Demand elasticities fluctuate between -0.5 and -2, while the cross elasticity fluctuate between 0.1 and 0.75. For example, a coal demand elasticity of -0.5 means that a 1% increase in the price of coal will reduce fuel demand by 0.5%. Similarly, cross-price elasticity between coal and oil of 0.1 means that a 1% increase in the price of coal will increase oil demand by 0.1 percent.
is to have an idea of the energy demand response when we establish the tax under different assumptions.

Annex 1 shows the impact of $27 per ton of CO2 equivalent tax on the prices and consumption of several fuels. There is a relative rise in coal price and a consequent reduction in consumption in favour of an increase in the consumption of petroleum and natural gas, due to greater cross-elasticity between the price of coal and the demand for these two fuels.

5.7. Equity and distribution

The carbon tax is regressive. To assess the carbon tax distributional effects we must take into account an important issue, which is that people with low income tend to spend on energy a larger proportion of their total expenditure than the higher income groups, supporting, thus, a greater tax burden. This can be an argument against the carbon tax, but it weakens with the following reasons:

First, a carbon tax is regressive, but so are many alternatives available to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. For example, when setting energy efficiency standards for vehicles, appliances, etc, we are adopting regressive measures, since the owners of these devices, which typically have higher incomes, pay, ultimately, lower energy bills. However, economic research shows that poor people prefer to buy less energy efficient items due to their reduced purchasing power, so the consumption of less efficient products will pay them with higher bills.

Second, the annual income of a family is a poor indicator of current welfare. Instead of evaluating the effects of the tax based on income and annual energy expenses for consumers, that indeed show the regresivity of the tax (the poor spend a larger fraction of their income on energy), we should choose the total consumption expenditure as the welfare indicator (Poterba, 1991). The reason is that a family income may vary from year to year, for both predictable and non-predictable facts, however, consumption is based on the long-term income. Studies conducted for the U.S.\(^{11}\) show that when household welfare is based on total consumption expenditure instead of annual income the regresivity of the tax lowers. This means that the total consumption expenditure is a more reliable indicator to measure the redistributive effects of the tax. This is mainly because families experience transitional changes in annual income - for example unemployment, sickness, etc. - But their expenses reflect long-term economic circumstances instead of transitional conditions.

Third, the tax revenue can be redistributed to lower-income groups. Indeed, the carbon tax has the same effect as an increase in energy prices in

\(^{11}\) James Poterba shows his empirical results on the redistributive effects of the carbon tax referring, on the one hand, to the annual income, and the total consumption expenditure, on the other, in Global Warming, Economic Policy Responses, p.79.
an economy that depends entirely on imported energy. In addition, the tax could generate substantial money income, money that could be put to good use within the country. It is obvious that all countries have taxes that generate revenue. The problem of these taxes is that they often give rise to significant distortions. For example, an income tax disincentives work, a tax on gains from the investment creates an incentive for consumers to substitute future consumption for present consumption, etc.. These distortions have a cost in terms of national product and, therefore, affect the economy growth. A carbon tax corrects these distortions by making polluters pay the environmental costs of their actions. The establishment of a tax would not only help to protect the environment but also would encourage the substitution of other income sources (income taxes, partnerships, etc..) that are damaging the economy. This is what is known as “recycling the carbon tax.”

Another alternative would be to invest some of the tax revenues in a low carbon economy. Here it would be necessary to resort to other revenue sources in order to replace the old technology with the new one based on carbon capture and storage. These existing but little used technologies will bring more energy efficiency and therefore lower emission levels. The disadvantage is that those resources require substantial investments.

Perhaps, the more supported option, but not the only one, is to maintain the neutrality of the tax (revenue and distributional effects neutral). This tax revenue would be used to reduce other taxes, maintaining then the progressivity (the carbon tax does not change the progressivity of the tax system)\textsuperscript{12}.

5.8. A gradual tax establishment

An important issue about the carbon tax is whether is gradually applied over time and thus increases its rate, and even its base, or if, in another way, we impose a high rate from the first moment, without giving option to a transitional adaptation period. Another approach is to exempt, in a first phase, emissions from the tax (up to a certain limit), for example, an emissions level equal to that of a reference year. The introduction of a high rate from the beginning has a double disadvantage: it carries administrative and emission reduction costs, an also the difficulty of being politically feasible. However, some studies support this approach (Metcalf, et al., 2008). Supporters of the high rate say it maximizes the so-called “anticipation effect”. If businesses understand and take into account that the tax will be introduced without any transitional period for them to adapt their investments to the new system, then they will start adapting and adjusting their decisions from the outset, anticipating future tax impacts on their business. However,

\textsuperscript{12} Metcalf, G. E. (2008) provides an example based on this argument.
a high rate tax would be politically unpopular. In fact, up to date, the European Union has failed to introduce a carbon tax due to lack of consensus.

Here we advocate for a gradual tax, as already stated at the outset. We argue that a tax with a progressive rate (little distorting) would benefit society since it would not increase costs geometrically, but will change over time as emission targets are being implemented. The studies shown earlier in this paper (Metcalf et al., 2008) show that in the medium term, it may be necessary to increase tax rates because, once we have achieved a significant emissions reduction in the early stages, emissions may start to grow again. Finally, once the emission cuts had been substantial we could then return to low tax rates and even eliminate the tax. This is important because tax rates must be adjusted to the new information on the marginal costs and benefits. We will have more and better information about climate change over time and, with these, new mitigation technologies will be applied. The big question is to how often should we change the tax rates.

In this regard, the question is clear and there will be little benefit derived to adjust interest rates in the short term as most of the opportunities to reduce emissions are related to long-term investments, such as industrial and energy sectors. In any case it would be desirable to have specific institutions that were responsible for setting the tax rates.

5.9. Cross-border trade

The border tax adjustments make sense when we move to a system where countries have different tax regimes. Many countries do not apply and may not apply ever carbon taxes. Being able to make adjustments when the goods are exported and imported is a solution for all countries to pay for the consumption of goods containing carbon. When the goods produced in a country that has no taxes on carbon are imported into a country that imposes these taxes, it arises a comparative advantage for untaxed products in relation to those being produced in countries with carbon taxation. This potential advantage lies in lower production costs on countries that have not taxed the carbon content. A border tax adjustment will consist of taxing imported products (in terms of their carbon content) from countries that do not tax the carbon content. The opposite case occurs when previously taxed products are exported to countries that tax carbon. In that case those countries should have a border compensation not to incur in double taxation.

Anyway, the most complicated issue for these adjustments is to determine the carbon content of imported goods. This problem is especially important in the case of non-Annex I countries of the Framework Convention on Climate Change (China and other developing countries with markedly exporter power). These countries do not regularly produce detailed carbon emission inven-
tories, which greatly complicates the determination of the carbon content of its exported products. Possibly they would neither accept putting a price on carbon.

It is hoped also that the economic crisis leads to a greater international coordination on climate change. It seems clear that in a context of widespread loss of jobs and economic activity, the phenomena of fugitive emissions to countries lacking of climate change policies would be subject of special attention, being even able to influence in the definition of future policies (border balancing tariffs, exempted sectors, etc.). It is also likely that there are significant incentives for the participation of developing countries in climate change mechanisms (particularly China and India), crucial to the success of any strategy in this field worldwide. It is possible that explicit technological aids play a key role in this regard, helping to justify the foreseeable technological effort of the developed world and to limit the effects of the economic crisis on the countries with the least economic capacity (Labandeira, 2011).

6. Conclusions

An important objective of any palliative policy leading to mitigate the adverse effects of global warming must be to implement the maximum emission reductions for a given level of expenditure. This is a cost-efficient policy. Knowing if preventive action is needed depends on the relationship between the costs of avoiding greenhouse gas emissions and the damage these gases can cause.

Without a radical change in the energy model, the forecast for the following decades points to a world energy consumption of 60% higher than today, with oil and coal being the higher consumed sources, natural gas having the higher growth rate, and a slight increase for nuclear and renewable energies. This situation urges a change in the production model together with mitigation measures capable of achieving a gradual reduction of carbon emissions.

In order not to lose the efficiency target, a tax on emissions provides strong incentives to develop and implement new and cleaner technologies, achieving higher levels of efficiency than any other policies based on the quantitative control of emissions. In the same way, a correctly managed tax being adopted by a large majority of countries, would be able to implement better levels of efficiency and effectiveness than the current emission permit systems. The tax is able to get a net cut on carbon emissions, as companies, in order to reduce the tax size, will have an incentive to reduce them.

Finally, it should be borne in mind that climate change constitutes one of the greatest markets failures, at least a great failure attributable to the market which inevitably interacts with other market imperfections. Any effective global response will at least require three elements of economic policy: the carbon price
applied through taxation, emissions trading or regulation, a policy of supporting innovation and application of low carbon technologies, and finally, action to remove any barriers to energy efficiency and, also inform, educate and persuade individuals about what they can do to respond to climate change. Clearly, climate change demands an international response, founded on a shared understanding of long-term goals and an agreement on frameworks for action.
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ANNEX I

Changes in fuel prices associated with a tax of $27 per ton of carbon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel</th>
<th>Base Price Ave. 2002-2006 (2005$)</th>
<th>Added Cost ($)</th>
<th>Added Cost (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crude Oil ($/bbl)</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$12.20</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular Gasoline ($/gal)</td>
<td>$1.82</td>
<td>$0.26</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating Oil ($/gal)</td>
<td>$1.35</td>
<td>$0.29</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellhead Natural Gas ($/tcf)</td>
<td>$5.40</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential Natural Gas ($/tcf)</td>
<td>$11.05</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utility Coal ($/short ton)</td>
<td>$26.70</td>
<td>$55.30</td>
<td>207%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Incidence previous tax on consumption of fossil fuels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2025</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>2035</th>
<th>2040</th>
<th>2045</th>
<th>2050</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingell</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larson</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287 bmt</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingell</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larson</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287 bmt</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude Oil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingell</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larson</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>287 bmt</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ANNEX 2

**Carbon taxes in the world**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Province/Mun.</th>
<th>Tax Name</th>
<th>Enactment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>CO₂ levy on heating and process fuels</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Charge on exceeding of GHG emission limits</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>CO₂-tax on mineral products</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental tax on greenhouse gases - HFC and PFC</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tax on CO₂ emissions in petroleum activities on the continental shelf</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Duty on CO₂</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec, Canada</td>
<td>Hydrocarbon Duty</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia, Canada</td>
<td>Carbon Tax</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Boulder, Colorado, USA</td>
<td>Carbon Tax</td>
<td>2006(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco Bay Area, California, USA</td>
<td>Carbon Tax on Businesses</td>
<td>2008(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montgomery County, Maryland, USA</td>
<td>Carbon Tax on Stationary Sources</td>
<td>2010(^3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANNEX 3

Tax rates and costs under imperfect information

Source. Own. The graph shows the cost structure of the factory: the estimated marginal cost curve but uncertain (MC) and the marginal cost curves known relatively, MC’, or MC”. The estimated curve is the average of the above. Furthermore, assume the planner knows the marginal damage curve (MD) without uncertainty. Based on this information the planner will find that the optimal level of emissions is E*, since at that level the marginal cost of reducing emissions is equal to the marginal cost of the damage. Then the total expected emission reductions and the damage cost are minimum at this level. P’ and P* are the different tax rates. The shaded areas represent the net costs of the instruments used, taxes (ECB) or permits (ABF) that depend on the elasticities of the curves MC and MD. More detailed information can be found in Garcia, C (2012 and 2013).